Abstract-The objective of this project is to develop a program on android device to remotely control a robot to collect discarded material by using human voice command and can detect hindrance autonomously. In this recent time, android device as a user and as developer is become more popular, so we have selected android mobile operating system based device which have Google voice command and we have developed an application to control the robot to get a desirable output. We can communicate with the robot from the android device by a Bluetooth module which is connected to an arduino installed in the robot. This robot is also can detect obstacle and avoidance using sonar which transmits phonetic pulses in its surroundings and for the echoes from the objects nearby that lie within its working range, hence detects obstacles. The robot is installed with Omni wheel which is a special function of this robot. This Omni wheel that provides easy 360 degree movement propel with rotational and sideways maneuverability. The outcome of the project is a combination of embedded computing and programming.
I. INTRODUCTION
Google has become a central part of the Android operating system nowadays by introducing it new functions and has capable enough to consider every candy flavored iteration. Millions of multiple devices are working through Google Android OS. Everyone around the world can use this Google Android development policy. There are many developers who are developing this application daily. Though this application has much popular functionality, Voice Recognition is one of them and preferred form of communication with the robot is speech [1] . Over the past few years it can be seen that speech recognition technology have been made an intense advances. Another most interesting possibility of this development is the combination with ARDUINO which is a microprocessor, also known as tiny computer. In robotics, Ultrasonic or sonar sensors are widely used for range finding for indoor and outdoor applications. Within some recent years mobile robotic system has been developed for self-explanatory navigation. There are various applications in electronics and robotics about ultrasonic sensor. Like as detection and avoidance, mapping and navigation, object recognition and identification.
While working with these sensors need to be very careful though sonar sensors have different practical limitations. Sonar is mainly used for three applications in robotics. The first is obstacle detection and avoidance, where the range to the closest object is measured by detecting the first echo. In this paper we describe about a home robot which can be beneficial for home tasks through Google voice command on android device, in addition it can detect obstacles using sonar. The hardware of this robot is inspired from the robot R2D2 from the movie Star Wars.
II. DESIGN
Main frame of the robot is made of aluminum plate. It is a very simple design consists of three DC motors and Omni wheels, screws, one RFL wastage-bin, acrylic, servo motors and plastic board. The frame of the robot has been made in triangle shape and each angel is 60 degree. Motors have been screwed inside each angular point of the frame such a way that shafts is on outside of the frame where Omni wheels are attached. Then plastic board has been used for the base of the wastage-bin and circuit board. Bottom of the wastage-bin a servo motor has been attached to drive the mouth of the bin and on the top another servo motor has been attached for the movement of the ultrasonic sensor. Acrylic board has been used to mount the bin on the frame of the robot. A full diagram of I-bin is shown in Fig.1 . 
III. MECHANICAL IMPLEMENTATION
Mechanical system of this robot has been kept simple. A triangle shape base has been used. Three DC motor including Omni wheel, have been installed on each corner of the base. We have used one servo motor for the mouth maneuver and an ultrasonic sensor mounted on the top to detect any obstacles. Another servo motor has been used for the movement of the sonar.
A. DC motor
We have used FAULHABER MICROMOTOR series 2342 in our thesis project. It is a coreless DC-Micro motor, based on System Faulhaber® technology. The motor is very light in weight and compact. This ensures that the commutation system can withstand more power. Motor torque can be increased by the addition of an integrated reduction gear head. This also reduces the speed to fit the specifications in the application. It has a speed up to 7000 rpm and its precision gear head gives a torque up to 16 N-m. This motor is both clockwise and counterclockwise operational and the direction of the motor is reversible. Positive voltage on positive terminal gives clockwise rotation on motor shaft. Three DC motors has been used to give a stable movement of the robot.
B. Omni Wheel
Omni directional wheel refer to the ability of a system to move rapidly in any direction from any configuration. It has vast advantages over mobility environments congested with static and dynamic obstacles and narrow walkways [2] [3] . Mobile robot that be made up of Omni-directional wheel has the ability to perform various difficult movements. We have used latest design of 58mm Omni directional robot wheel, It's useful as they roll freely, The 58mm plastic Omni wheel (Fig.2) is a robust, durable and double row wheel that provides easy 360 degree movement propel with rotational and sideways maneuverability. Using of Omni wheel on robot can be able to forward or backwards and rotation without changing its orientation (Fig.3) . Omni wheels are installed each corner of the base of the robot. 
C. Ultrasonic Sensor
We have used GH-311 model ultrasonic Motion sensor which provides precise, non-contact distance measurements from about 2 cm (0.8 inches) to 3 meters (3.3 yards). It is very easy to connect to microcontrollers such as the BASIC Stamp, SX or Propeller chip, requiring only one I/O pin.
The GH-311 sensor works by transmitting an ultrasonic (well above human hearing range) burst and providing an output pulse that corresponds to the time required for the burst echo to return to the sensor. By measuring the echo pulse width, the distance to target can easily be calculated. This sonar sensor is used to detect any obstacle any pass away the obstacles [4] . This sonar is mounted on head in front side and it works as an eye. This ultrasonic sensor gives the robot ability to roaming indoors without any collision with other objects.
D. Servo Motor
An ultrasonic sensor is placed in front of the robot and it cannot detect obstacles from its other side. So a servo motor is mounted to move ultrasonic sensor horizontally from a fixed point. Thus the ultrasonic sensor can sense obstacle from both its left and right side. Servo motor's shaft can be positioned to specific angular position by sending signal from the controller. Servo motor can be controlled directly from arduino board as it has built-in control circuit, not external driver or controller is needed. Servo motor, used in this robot can rotate its shaft approximately 180 degrees. This servo motor is well powerful than its size with torque about 11kg-cm at voltage 4.8V. Another servo motor has been used to open and close the mouth of the bin.
IV. ELECTRICAL IMPLEMENTATION
We have focused on the uses of Arduino in this chapter which is the core processor of the project that controls the robot by sending signal. Moreover we have already designed a circuit that will control the DC motors. Arduino is an opensource electronics prototyping platform based on flexible, easy to use hardware and software. It's intended for artists, designers, hobbyists, and anyone interested in creating interactive objects or environments. In this project we have used the hardware Arduino Uno R3. This is microcontroller based. 5v power is needed to operate it.
It has the limitation of input voltage of 6-20 V and recommended input voltage is 7-12 V. It consists of 14 digital input/output of which 6 provide PWM output and 6 analog input pins. It comes with a USB connector, a power jack, an ICSP (In-Circuit Serial Programming) header and a reset button. It has a flash memory of 32KB (ATmega328) of which 0.5 KB used by boot loader. SRAM is of 2 KB and EEPROM of 1 KB. The clock speed has been set to 16MHz. This is the mother board of the robot. DC motor controller, ultrasonic sensor, servo motors and Bluetooth module are directly connected in this board and controlled by it. We have used L293D IC which is a DC motor driver chip to control the motors in bi-directional. L293D chip contain two full Hbridges which means each chip can control to DC motors bidirectionally. So we have used two L293D to control the motors.
V. BLUETOOTH COMMUNICATION
Bluetooth is a technology which is reduced the need of wire to communicate among different devices and it is simple, secure and small in size. This technology is a major innovation in the world of technology hence it has made communication robust, easy and low cost. Almost every device such as mobile, computer has been using this technology. Any Bluetooth enable devices can easily connect to communicate with each other wirelessly within a limited area [5] .
This technology is allowed both link layer and application layer which allow to data and voice communications. Minimum range of Bluetooth is about 30 feet. It is a technology operating at industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) unlicensed band of 2.4 to 2.485 GHz. It uses spread spectrum, frequency hopping and full duplex signal at a nominal rate of 1600 hops/sec.
The Bluetooth module is used in this project is HC-05 which is works as a serial (TX/RX) pipe. It can communicate from any Bluetooth enable device at transferring data rate of 9600 bps to 115200 bps. This Bluetooth module is arduino capable. We have been used this module to arduino to communicate with any Bluetooth enable devices such as android based cell phone for voice command. This module can operate at 3.3V to 6V and all signal pins on the remote unit are 3V-6V tolerant.
VI. INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
This circuit design enable to communicate with hardware part has been used for this project. The procedure of designing this circuit involves the arrangement of arduino, DC motor driver, Bluetooth module, sonar and servo motors together.
Receiver (RX) pin and transmitter pin (TX) of Bluetooth is connected to arduino pin 11 and 10 accordingly as those pins have been defined as serial port with jumper wire. Pin 2, 7 and 9, 13 of L293d are connected to pin 3, 4 and 6, 7 for motor1 and motor2 accordingly. Pin 9 and 13 from another L293d is connected to arduino pin 8 and 9 accordingly. Servo motor signal pin for panning the sonar and operate the mouth of the bin is connected to arduino pin 12 and 13 accordingly. Power All the connections are made with the wires from the breadboard to Arduino (Fig.4) .
VII. SOFTWARE DESIGN
Arduino board can be programmed from the Arduino software, which is available for different platforms such as Windows, Mac OSX and Linux. It is open source software, which is designed using a Java environment and is also based on processing and avr-gcc. Arduino Software The software allows users to write their code in C and upload to the board. The boot loader allows the uploading without the need of external hardware programmer. Thus the software is very easy to use and efficient. The application for the android device has been developed using an open source web application which is originally provided by Google and maintained by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) known as MIT App Inventor. This is very simple yet effective way to develop any application for android. No heavy software installation is needed for this and this can be done just over web browser with a Google account. Processes of building application through this contain three aspects: App inventor designer, App inventor block editor and an emulator or android phone.
First stage of developing the application is app inventor design. In this section, we have designed the app with all the available ingredients on the web page of MIT App Inventor 2. The ingredients include screen, button, text box, image and many more. We have put one button to connect the speech recognizer and another button to connect with Bluetooth module. Moreover we have put direction button (Right, Left, Forward, Reverse and Stop) to remotely control the robot. After design, we had to program the app using block editor so that our app can be functioned as desired. App inventor 2 we can use the editor on web page. Blocks are programming code which can be dragged and connect to other block to assemble a desired function of the app. After design and programming the app MIT app inventor 2 has a choice to test the app. App inventor gives that option to test the app without any android device using an emulator which is very similar to the real device. User can also download the app in apk format in computer and send to android device or scanning the QR code generated by the app inventor to download the app directly to the android device and the test the app.
VIII. CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION
I-Bin is the name of the android application which has been made for this project to control the robot which was designed through MIT app inventor 2. This app is simple functions and few buttons to control the whole robot.
One button is for connection with Bluetooth module of the robot. By taping this button a window appear with available Bluetooth connections and user have to select the desired connection, in this case the desired connection name is hc-05, to connect the Bluetooth module installed in arduino on the robot. Then a connection is build between android device and the robot.
Another button is for voice command. This button allows controlling the robot with voice command. This button activates the Google speech recognition and users are asked to give desired command which will give direction to the robot. Users who are using android 4.0: ice-cream sandwich or older versions of android, they have to make sure the internet connection is activated. User who are using latest version of the android following from Android 4.0, they can download the English language package manually and can use the voice command service of the app without any internet connection (Fig.6 ). There are five voice commands to control the robot which are 'Right', 'Left', 'Forward' to give directions to the robot and 'Open', 'Close' to open and close the mouth of the bin (Fig.5) .We have included five more buttons which are forward, reverse, right, left and stop to remotely control the robot. This buttons allow controlling the robot manually. The robot works as an obstacle detection robot using ultrasonic sensor when Bluetooth serial connection is not available. Once the robot detects an object where the distance forward is greater than the danger threshold, the path is clear so our program tells the robot to move forward. Otherwise the robot will turn left, the robot will rotate to that clearer path and start heading in that direction. In the same way if the left side is also blocked then the robot will turn right. 
IX. IMPLEMENTED RESULTS
Several experiments were conducted to make the robot mechanism smoothly. First of all the ultrasonic sensor was tested to check the robot can detect obstacle. We had used DYP-ME007TX ultrasonic sensor in robot. But later we had to change the model to GH-311 because the older model communicates with the arduino via serial port also known as USART or UART. And we also had to use that serial port with Bluetooth module. So, eliminate that collusion we select GH-111 ultrasonic sensor as it is very easy to connect to microcontrollers such as the BASIC Stamp, SX or Propeller chip, requiring only one I/O pin.
Then next experiment was conducted to test the accuracy of android Google speech recognition. We had selected few younger adults and older adults to give voice command to the robot through our designed application on android (Fig.7 &  Fig.8 ). Starting result was 74.25% accurate in average when the language was selected English (UK or US). Accuracy has been increased about 90% when we had selected English (India) the voice search language. The reason accuracy had been increased for English India is regional variations of speaking. Most of population of UK speaks in English as a part of their daily life [6] . They do not use other language but in our country we use English as a second language. Most of us use Bengal language rather than English. So our English accent is different than English UK/US and it is much similar to Indian English. Human-robot interaction is an important, attractive and challenging area. There are many way to communicate with robot and speech reorganization is one of them. Speech recognition technology gives us an opportunity to add natural language communication with robot in natural and even way. Robots are building to make people's everyday life easy and so it should be controlled by the human. Human communication media is spoken language; hence speech recognition interference with robot is coined. This simple robot can be very beneficial for many people around the world. This robot can be used in home to collect trash, in lab or people with physical limitations such as handicapped people could use the feature from this thesis to compensate their abilities.
The main target of this project is to build a robot which can communicate with human by speech or voice command and can wander avoiding any blockage. This is a simple prototype of our target. As android device is more popular now a days and it has speech recognition feature we decide on to android device to make an interface with robot. After all the implementation and experiment we have gained lots of experience and found some limitations and problems during this project.
There are lots of scopes to increase the efficiency of this robot. Replacing arduino with Raspberry Pi allows real time communication between robot and human. Using Sphinx or Open CV software in raspberry pi, we can escalate the voice command system. Moreover, we can add camera to transmit video to android device and introduce gesture or face recognition system. Face recognition, gesture and speech recognition will give the robot a multi-modal communication interface.
